
VISION BASED LEARNING OF GRIPPERTRAJECTORIES FOR A ROBOT ARMMarco Matthias P�aschke, Dr. Josef PauliInstitut f�ur Informatik und Praktische MathematikChristian-Albrechts-Universit�at zu KielPreusserstr.1-9 D-24105 Kiel Germany97RO048AbstractAs opposed to the usual approach of programming robot arms by giving a completedescription of the trajectory (e.g. direct programming) this work is based on the ideaof Programming by Demonstration (PbD). Only few intermediate positions, which ap-proximate the trajectory, are given and recorded by a stereo-camera-system. The idea isto extract the path of the manipulator from the images by geometrical connecting thispositions to form a smooth trajectory. This is done by tracking the appearance of the ma-nipulator in the sequence of stereo images. The manipulator position in previous imagesand the manipulator gripper appearance are used for locating it in the next images. Basedon this sequence of positions a trajectory-structure is formed, which allows to execute avision based movement. The trajectory is general in the sense that the starting positionand the orientation can be speci�ed variable. The approach can be used in automotiveindustry for vision based learning of trajectories to handle working tools.1 IntroductionInstead of programming a robot by giving a complete description of the trajectory (e.g. directprogramming) this approach is based on the idea of Programming by Demonstration (PbD),which means to indirect program a system by giving examples. Basic ideas and related workon this topic can be found in [Heise 92] and [Friedrich95].The operator uses the control panel to move the gripper in discrete steps to intermediate posi-tions of the desired trajectory. A stereo-camera-system records this sequence and a computer-vision-system reconstructs a smooth 3D-trajectory. This trajectory only serves as an examplefor a whole class of trajectories having variable starting position and orientation. In the ap-plication phase this two unknowns have to be determined (e.g. manually by the operator or,perhaps, automatically with the help of a vision system). Furthermore, the information of thegripper trajectory can be used to anticipate collisions with unexpected objects in order to earlyinterrupt the course.The gripper is tracked in the images by using its appearance in the previous image as decribedin section 2. Section 3 briey explains the calibration used. In section 4 a trajectory structureis de�ned, which allows to execute a vision based movement. Figure 1 shows the whole systemand the way the components depend on each other.2 Tracking the gripperTo extract a series of gripper positions from a sequence of images, the gripper has to be locatedin every single image. To be more precise, in every single image a certain reference point of
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Figure 1: The components and their interactionthe gripper has to be found. Based on this precondition it is possible to consider the extractedpositions as intermediate points of the movement. A two step procedure is applied to extractthe reference point from the images:(i) roughly locate �nal segment of the gripper by using its appearence (greylevels) fromprevious image(ii) exactly determine the reference point by geometrical analysis in the selected gripper imageregion (in the following named patch).In �gure 2 the procedure is illustrated graphically.
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matchingFigure 2: Tracking the gripper - a two step procedureThe input of the procedure is a sequence of stereo images representing the movement of thegripper in discrete steps. Furthermore, two image patches are supplied - one for each im-age sequence - which depict the appearance pattern of the gripper in the starting position ofthe movement. Both image sequences of the stereo cameras are analysed the same way butindependently.



2.1 Locating the gripper regionThe gripper image region is located by doing correlation matching using the expected gripperappearance (instead of using a model of the gripper). An m �m-image B depicts the wholescene in which the robot arm is working and an n � n-patch P contains the �nal segment ofthe gripper. Now a correlation image C is computed, by de�ning C(k; l) as sum of squareddistancesC(k; l) = P i2fk�n2 ;:::;k+ n2gj2fl�n2 ;:::;l+ n2 g �B(i; j)� P (i� (k � n2 ); j � (l� n2 )�2 for each image position (k; l).Figure 3 shows a scene, the relevant gripper image region and the resulting correlation image.
Figure 3: Scene, gripper image region and resulting correlation image (higher greylevel indicatesbetter correlation)The position of maximal correlation is looked for by starting the search in the position ofthe patch located in the previous image and expanding the catchment area (for reasons ofe�ciency). The position with the least sum of squared distance is used as center of the regionto be cut out and used to compute the reference point in the second step.2.2 Locating the reference pointAfter the n � n region of the gripper is found, the reference point has to be located as exactas possible. It will be used both for an intermediate position of the whole movement and asthe center of the gripper image region for locating the gripper in the following image of thesequence. Figure 4 shows graphically the reference point of the gripper de�ned for this purpose.
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end straight lineFigure 4: Position of reference pointIt is the virtual point of intersection between the middle straight line and the end straight lineof the robot gripper. To extract these straight lines it is necessary to �rst recognize the topfaces of the gripper.2.2.1 Extracting the top faces of the gripperThis is done in two di�erent ways using simple heuristics, depending on whether an objectis grasped or not. In the case of the free gripper it is assumed that the image patch canbe segmented into regions as follows. The background area of the gripper is approximatelyhomogenous and therefore can be segmented in one region, which is expected to have the



largest area of all regions. Furthermore, the gripper �ngers are spacely disconnected, the topfaces of the two gripper �ngers are homogenous and can be segmented into one region for each,and they are the second and third largest areas. Figure 5 shows exemplarily the validity of theseheuristics in the case of a free gripper. However, if an object is grasped these preconditionsare no longer valid and that is why another heuristic is needed. It has to be mentioned, thatthe scene is lighted quite well and the gripper is made of reecting material. This guaranteesthe top faces to be those parts of the image with the highest greylevel. Figure 6 illustrates thevalidity of these heuristics in the case of a grasped object.Figure 5: Patch without object and its seg-mentation image Figure 6: Patch with grasped object and itssegmentation imageIn other robotic enviroments speci�c criteria have to be found depending on the technical equip-ment used (e.g. a speci�c color of the gripper or an identity tag). Based on the segmentationresult the reference point of the gripper must be computed.2.2.2 Detecting the middle straight lineFirst a middle straight line is determined exactly between the extracted regions of the twogripper �ngers, which come from the top faces of the gripper. Each point on this middle straightline is characterized such that the euclidean distance to both regions is equal. Alternatively, acity block metric, which computes distances only in x- respectively y-direction, works as well(see �gure 7). If the distance in positiveand negative x- (y-) direction is equal this point isadded to a set M of points near or on the middle straight line. The middle straight line isobtained by approximating a straight line through the points of M .
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point ofFigure 8: Rotating a squared mask to detectcorners2.2.3 Detecting the end straight lineFirst a set of relevant edges is extracted from the gripper image region by computing the gradientmagnitudes and setting a threshold. Care must be taken with this threshold to guarantee thatat least two corner points of the �nal segment of the two gripper �ngers are in the set of edges.Thus, in a second step the relevant corners have to be detected in the binary image of edges.A binary correlation mask (see �gure 8) is used having edge points at the middle vertical axis.The mask is applied at every edge of the binary gripper image and rotated in discrete steps ofangles in the interval of [0; 360] degrees.



For each rotation step a value is retained, which describes how many edges of the middle axisof the mask correspond to edges of the gripper. If two maximum peaks are found, being about90 degrees apart from each other, then the rotation point belonging to that situation is takenas corner point. Only those points are considered, which are close to the top faces. The endstraight line is obtained by approximating a straight line through these corner points.3 Calibrating the camera systemCalibrating a stereo camera system means to �nd the relation between image coordinates (2 �2D) and world coordinates respectively robot coordinates. Figure 9 shows the dependencies.
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gripper dimensionsFigure 9: Transformation from 4D-image coordinates to 3D robot coordinatesTo obtain the function calib : 4D ! 3D we use the technique proposed in [Faugeras93]. Foreach camera a matrix Pi = 0B@ pi11 pi12 pi13 pi14pi21 pi22 pi23 pi24pi31 pi32 pi33 pi34 1CA(i = 1; 2) is computed by using pairwise combinations of 3D world points and the 4D stereopoints. The matrix is de�ned within the following context. Given a point in world coordinates(xw; yw; zw) the position in image coordinates can be obtained by resolving0B@ xiyi1 1CA � �i = Pi � 0BBB@ xwywzw1 1CCCA ;where �i is an arbitrary scale factor.However, starting with a stereo image point (x1; y1; x2; y2) a transformation is needed for com-puting the world coordinates (xw; yw; zw). By combining P1 and P2 an overdetermined linearequation system (~b = P~a) is obtained, which is solved by using the pseudo inverse matrix~a = (P TP )�1 � P T �~b:The vector ~a contains the unknown 3D world coordinates and two scale factors. For the purposeof this work it is possible to compute the relation between image and robot coordinates directlywithout an intermediate world coordinate system. Only one certain point, namely the referencepoint of the gripper is used as the 3D point (w.r.t. the robot base coordinate system), andthe gripper is moved in discrete steps through the working space in order to get a set of 7D-coordinates.4 Trajectory structureUsing the calibration result the reference point of the gripper can be reconstructed into 3D robotcoordinates for arbitrary positions of the gripper in the working space. Accordingly, when the



operator steers the gripper through the working space and stops at certain intermediate places,the system can compute a sequence of 3D positions (x1; y1; z1); :::; (xn; yn; zn) extracted fromthe series of stereo images. Alternatively, a computer vision system could be used to �nd anappropriate path in the working space on the basis of stereo images, and in that case there isno need for the operator to manually steer the robot for demonstration.This section describes how to de�ne and use a smooth trajectory.4.1 De�nitionA trajectory structure will be de�ned by having in mind, that the operator demonstrated just anexample of a class of congruent trajectories. That is, the starting position and orientation are apriori unknown, and it must be possible to easily include themwhen they become known. Thus,during the demonstration phase a trajectory structure will be constructed, which representsonly the geometric relationship between intermediate points, and not the absolute positionsand orientations.The trajectory structure is a sorted sequence (k1; :::; km) of nodes. A node is de�ned by threecomponents, which are:� vector (vx; vy; vz) 2 IR3,written as ki:(vx; vy; vz),� increment to the following node (dx; dy; dz) 2 [�1; 1]3, written as ki:(dx; dy; dz)� orientation ' 2 [0; 2�], written as ki:'.Vector ki:(vx; vy; vz) decribes the relation between point (xi; yi; zi) and (x1; y1; z1),de�ned aski:(vx; vy; vz) = (xi; yi; zi)� (x1; y1; z1) for all j 2 f1; :::; ng:The increments are given byki:(dx; dy; dz) = ki+1:(vx; vy; vz)� ki:(vx; vy; vz)for a node ki (i 2 f1; :::; n� 1g).The orientation ' of the gripper can be choosen free. In the implementation reported here itshould keep an orthogonal orientation at every point of the trajectory.4.2 Using the structureTo do a movement the trajectory has to be de�ned absolutely by incorporating the startingpoint (xs; ys; zs) and three rotation angles 'xy; 'xz; 'yz (describing the rotation in the xy-, xz-and yz-coordinate-plane). The structure is moved into the starting position, which means everynode is translated with (xs; ys; zs), and then it is rotated as de�ned by 'xy; 'xz; 'yz . Figure 10shows a simple 2D-example.
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Starting in (xs; ys; zs) the second node works as an attractor until it is reached. Now the nextnode comes into play and the procedure is repeated for all nodes of the trajectory structure.Importantly, a criterion is needed to test, whether a node is passed or not. For this a planede�ned by the position of the node ki:(vx; vy; vz) and the stored increment ki�1:(dx; dy; dz) isused. For all nodes it is tested whether this plane is passed. For a position (xp; yp; zp) thedi�erence vector (xd; yd; zd) = (xp; yp; zp) � ki:(vx; vy; vz) and the scalar product s between(xd; yd; zd) and ki�1:(dx; dy; dz) is s = xddx+ yddy + zddz is calculated. There are three casesresulting:� s > 0 =) �90 < j 6 ((xd; yd; zd); ki�1:(dx; dy; dz))j < 90� s = 0 =) j 6 ((xd; yd; zd); ki�1:(dx; dy; dz))j = 90� s < 0 =) 90 < j 6 ((xd; yd; zd); ki�1:(dx; dy; dz))j < 270.If s = 0 the plane is reached and s > 0 means that it is passed. Figure 11 illustrates thiscriterion. Finally the orientation of the gripper at a certain point on the trajectory has to befound. This is done by �rst calculating the distances to attracting node ki and preceding nodeki�1 as distv = q(xp � ki�1:vx)2 + (yp � ki�1:vy)2 + (zp � ki�1:vz)2and dista = q(xp � ki:vx)2 + (yp � ki:vy)2 + (zp � ki:vz)2:and then getting the orientation of the gripper as weighted mean of ki�1:' and ki:' :'0 = dista � ki�1:'+ distv � ki:'(dista + distv) :
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seperating planeFigure 12: Example showing the resultingmovements beginning in the starting point(a) or somewhere beside of it (b)Figure 12(a) shows a simple example of the path from node to node. Further, �gure 12(b) showsan interesting behaviour if a certain intermediate point can not be reached exactly, maybe dueto an obstacle at that place. In this case the subsequent node attracts the gripper and thus itcomes back to the original trajectory4.3 SmoothingUsually the positions extracted from the images are unprecise, because of resolution limit ofthe image or errors in calibration. To get a smooth trajectory a simple method can be used by



considering the position of the neighbouring nodes. For a node ki the position is adjusted by�rst calculating the distance between ki�1 and ki+1 asd1 = q(ki+1:vx � ki�1:vx)2 + (ki+1:vy � ki�1:vy)2 + (ki+1:vz � ki�1:vz)2Then (xm; ym; zm) = ki�1:(vx; vy; vz) + d12 � ki�1:(dx; dy; dz)is the point in the middle position between ki�1 and ki+1. The distance between ki:(vx; vy; vz)and (xm; ym; zm) is d2 = q(ki:vx � xm)2 + (ki:vy � ym)2 + (ki:vz � zm)2:To do the adjustment two parameters "1; "2 2 [0; 1] are de�ned. "1 de�nes whether a correctionhas to be done (e.g. in the case of large distances between points) and "1 says how strong itshould be done.With (xd; yd; zd) = (ki:vx � xm; ki:vy � ym; ki:vz � zm) the new position iski:(vx; vy; vz)0 = ( ki:(vx; vy; vz) + "2 � (xd; yd; zd) ; if d2 � "1 � d1ki:(vx; vy; vz) ; otherwise :This is done for every single node starting with k2.5 ConclusionsThe proposed framework enables an operator to program a robot by just giving intermediatepositions recorded by a stereo camera system. For the operator there is no need for exactknowledge of how to program the robot. Instead, it is possible to use the example trajectoryin various starting position and orientation by simple translation and rotation of it. Further-more, it is possible to involve a computer vision system, which analyses the sequence of stereopositions for an early avoidance of collisions with new objects in the scene. The ability toreact on unexpected appearance of obstacles and return to the original trajectory is one of themost important features of robot systems to be used in praxis. Especially in industries likeautomotive productions it may help to establish a vision driven system to program and - beingin use - observe mobil (e.g. see [Lin95]) and stationary robot manufactoring systems. A prac-tical example for use may be the dismantlement of automobiles. Especially to automaticallydismantle the tires certain complicated trajectories have to be learned and then translated androtated versions of them cab be used in case of an automobile being deformed or simply moved,so that other orientation and direction is necessary to approach the tires.References[Faugeras93] O.Faugeras. 3-Dimensional Computer Vision. MIT Press, Massachusetts 1993.[Friedrich95] H.Friedrich, R.Dillmann. Robot Programming Based On A Single DemonstrationAnd User Intentions. 3rd European Workshop on Learning Robots at ECML'95.[Heise 92] R.Heise. Programming Robots by Example. Research Report No. 92/476/14, Depart-ment of Computer Science, University of Calgary, 1992.[Lin95] I.S.Lin, J.Perret, F.Wallner, R.Dillmann. Interactive Environment Modeling andVision-Based Task Speci�cation for a Teleoperated Mobile Robot. 7th International Con-ference on Advanced Robotics (ICAR '95), Sant Feliu de Guixols, Spain.


